MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
IB ARCHAEOLOGY STEM CAMP
PROGRAM OF EVENTS

DAY 1

11:30AM-12:00PM
Student Check-In @ Shaw Hall

12:00PM-1:00PM
Student Pizza Lunch @ McDonel Hall, C103

1:00PM-2:00PM
Student Orientation @ McDonel Hall, C103

2:00PM-3:30PM
Walking Tour of Archaeological Sites on MSU’s Campus with Dr. Lynne Goldstein

3:30PM-5:30PM
Introduction to Archaeology @ MSU with Dr. Stacey L. Camp @ McDonel Hall, C103

5:30PM-6:30PM
Dinner @ Shaw Dining Hall

6:45PM-8:30PM
Safety & Security Orientation by Residential & Hospitality Services; Nighttime Chaperone Introductions; Review of Writing an Evidence-Based Essay and Extended Essay Requirement @ Shaw East Lower Lounge

DAY 2

7:00AM-8:00AM
Breakfast @ Shaw Dining Hall

8:15AM-11:45AM
Archaeological Excavations & Student Reflections @ the Corner of Shaw & Hagadorn

11:45AM-1:00PM
Lunch @ Shaw Dining Hall

Sunday, June 24, 2018
Monday, June 25, 2018
1:15PM-2:15PM
Tour of MSU Archives @ Conrad Hall

2:30PM-5:00PM
Laboratory Research on Historic Artifacts @ McDonel Hall, CAP Laboratory

5:00PM-6:00PM
Dinner @ Shaw Dining Hall

6:00PM-7:00PM
Visit MSU Dairy Store for Ice Cream

7:30PM-9:30PM
Movie @ Snyder C201

DAY 3

Tuesday, June 26, 2018

7:00AM-8:00AM
Breakfast @ Shaw; Check Out of Shaw

8:15AM-11:45AM
Laboratory Research, Project Development, & Closing Thoughts @ McDonel Hall, CI03

12:00PM
Students & Staff Depart MSU

FUNDING GENEROUSLY PROVIDED BY SCIENCE + SOCIETY @ STATE AND THE MSU CAMPUS ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAM.

Follow the MSU

campusarch.wordpress.com

Campus Archaeology Program online.

ecapmsu

SCIENCE + SOCIETY @ STATE
DR. STACEY L. CAMP  
**Project Co-Principal Investigator**

Dr. Stacey Camp is an Associate Professor of Anthropology and Director of the MSU Campus Archaeology Program at Michigan State University. Her interests include the archaeology of immigrants living in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and the experiences of Japanese Americans who were interned during World War II. She is excited to be a part of this first-ever Archaeology STEM Camp at MSU!

---

DR. LEIGH GRAVES WOLF  
**Project Co-Principal Investigator**

Dr. Leigh Graves Wolf is teacher-scholar and her work centers around online education, emerging technologies and relationships mediated by and with technology. She has worked across the educational spectrum from K12 to Higher to further and lifelong. She has been a disc jockey, network administrator, teacher, instructional technologist and now professor. She believes passionately in collaboration and community and is currently the Assistant Director of the MSU Hub for Innovation in Learning & Technology, an academic specialist in the Dean’s office in the MSU College of Education, and a fixed-term Associate Professor of Educational Technology at Michigan State University.

---

DR. LYNNE GOLDSTEIN  
**Project Co-Principal Investigator**

Dr. Lynne Goldstein is an Archaeologist and Professor of Anthropology at Michigan State University (MSU). Goldstein has published articles on the precontact Mississippian period in the U.S. Eastern Woodlands (ca. AD 1000), the analysis and meaning of mortuary practices, quantitative research methods, computer databases and social networking, and ethics and public policy in anthropology. Her recent research includes the archaeology of university campuses and community engagement; she created Michigan State University’s Campus Archaeology Program.
MR. CHRIS DAUGHTERY  
Project Consultant & IB Teacher

Mr. Chris Daughtery is an IB History teacher at the International Academy in Troy, Michigan. I have taught a wide variety of IB courses and have mentored students in the Extended Essay, CAS, and a wide variety of other program requirements. I spend my free time reading, running adventure races, and enjoying the company of my family.

MR. IAN JONES  
Project Consultant & IB Teacher

Mr. Ian Jones is a teacher at IA (Okma and West) in Biology and Environmental Systems and Societies. UM undergrad in Biology and Chem, MSU masters in Educational Technology. I enjoy landscaping, walking in the forest, and birding. Any time I can make my way to Detroit for a new restaurant or explore the cool, little nook and cranny adventures our great city has to offer!

MR. NATHAN BENTON  
Nighttime Chaperone

Mr. Nathan Benton graduated from International Academy West in 2011. I recently graduated from Oakland University with a degree in Physics, and will be returning this fall for a Masters in Education. I have always loved science, and figuring out the answers to every question I can!

MS. MELISSA WAGNER  
Nighttime Chaperone

Ms. Melissa Wagner is a senior at MSU studying social work and women’s and gender studies. I took an archaeology class as an elective and enjoyed it greatly! I have undergone 32 hours of bystander intervention training for my job as a Sexual Assault and Relationship Violence Peer Educator here at MSU.
MS. CAROLYN FAULKNER  
**Daytime Programming Staff**

Ms. Carolyn Faulkner is going on her second year at MSU. I am working towards a bachelor degree in cultural anthropology. My hope is to someday work with indigenous groups to protect their rights and preserve their heritage.

MS. AUTUMN PAINTER  
**Campus Archaeologist & Daytime Programming Staff**

Ms. Autumn Painter is the current Campus Archaeologist. She has been working with the Campus Archaeology Program for several years conducting research and assisting in outreach events. Her personal research focuses on the study of animal bones to learn about past foodways and social interaction in prehistory.

MR. JEFF PAINTER  
**Campus Archaeology Staff & Daytime Programming Staff**

Mr. Jeff Painter is a Ph.D. candidate in anthropology at Michigan State University. He is a prehistoric archaeologist focused on studying food, cooking, and past peoples' interactions with others. Jeff has also been a member of the Campus Archaeology Program for three years, taking part in excavations and researching food and dining practices used on the early MSU campus.

MS. ELLIE PAULSON  
**Daytime Programming Staff**

Ms. Ellie Paulson is graduating in December from MSU with a degree in Neuroscience. I work as an Undergraduate Research Assistant for the PIRE Project in the College of Education, where I study the effect of project based learning on engagement in students in high school science classes. In my free time, I enjoy camping and hiking.
Ms. Chelsie Thomas graduated from MSU this spring with Bachelor's degrees in Anthropology and Human Geography. I am starting a Master’s program this fall in Library and Information Sciences with a specialization in archival science.